
Dr. Bill’s Orchids General Guide to Deflasking Orchids 
 
General disclaimer- I do not have a greenhouse, so this guide is geared mostly towards those growing 
indoors. The main principle is the same, however you may or may not need the tub for humidity or 
supplemental lighting for your seedlings.  
 
Things that I use: 

• Clear plastic tote (cheap thing from Walmart), preferably with a clear lid as well 

• Fine tip forceps (tweezers or a chopsticks work too) 

• Lukewarm, running tapwater 

• My seedling mix of orchiata bark and sphagnum moss (details below) 

• Mega Thrive plant enzyme supplement  

• Seedling plant mat with thermostat, 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B016MKY7C8/ref=cm_sw_r_fm_apa_i_yCOsCbMWGK6VA?fbclid
=IwAR1wEq7f33KAWVqP0jhMyFXGMkuMxJQ1syaWoF5_SyFnrN8EJEG1ektRM3o 
 
 

1) Open the flask. I usually let them sit open or with the lid cracked for an hour or two to help 
some of the leaves harden a tiny bit before I try and jumble them more to get them out of the 
flask  

2) Set up your little greenhouse tub- seedling heat mat under the tub to provide bottom heat. 
(reading as bottom- up order of shelf -> heat pad -> bottom of tote -> pots of seedlings within 
tote). I usually set my thermostat on the heating pad to hold the interior of the tub around 72-
75F or so 24/7.  I highly encourage mats that have a sensor and automatic thermostat to tell it 
to kick on or not based on the temp in the tote. (Mat in link above is the exact one I use and 
does this well) 

3) Remove as much of the agar media as possible (you won't be able to get everything and that's 
okay, just as long as it is minimal amounts- this is where gently using tweezers, forceps, or a 
chopstick come in handy to get in between roots where fingers don't fit). This is also where the 
lukewarm, running water can help dislodge and wash away excess agar. You want the 
temperature to be just a little bit warm to your hand, NOT searing hot. 

4) As a general rule, I don't usually have my seedlings sit out and have the roots harden. I know 
other people who do- they swear by letting them sit out for a few hours until roots are silvery, 
but under my conditions, I haven't found it necessary. **May pertain more to phals, vanda 
types, cattleya, etc that actually silver instead of phrags and paphs (the majority of what I do) 

5) After letting the roots dry off a tiny bit (not dripping with water anymore, I spray the roots with 
Mega Thrive. But you can also put them in a dilute super thrive solution to help stimulate root 
growth. I don't feel like a fertilizer solution is necessary at that point, but probably doesn't hurt 
anything.  

6) I don't separate/grade any of the seedlings unless they naturally fall apart/separate. For the 
most part, the chunk that's present in the flask just gets plopped into my compot mix/pot. I 
don't usually do any separation, etc for around 6 months or more.  

a. For me, it seems like if some of them are bigger/more vigorous, it seems to help the 
smaller ones with even drying out because the big ones will suck up more water, etc. 
Eventually if there are a few that are completely dwarfing the rest, I might carefully 
break up the original compot and then separate the big ones into their own "mini 
compot" (less plants/smaller pot) and have the rest of the seedlings are approximately 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B016MKY7C8/ref=cm_sw_r_fm_apa_i_yCOsCbMWGK6VA?fbclid=IwAR1wEq7f33KAWVqP0jhMyFXGMkuMxJQ1syaWoF5_SyFnrN8EJEG1ektRM3o
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B016MKY7C8/ref=cm_sw_r_fm_apa_i_yCOsCbMWGK6VA?fbclid=IwAR1wEq7f33KAWVqP0jhMyFXGMkuMxJQ1syaWoF5_SyFnrN8EJEG1ektRM3o


the same size continue on as they were. = possible that any of my seedlings have been 
in 1 or 2 compots throughout their lives before going into their own 2" pots.  

7) After potting, I aim to keep the seedlings in relatively high humidity for a while and then 
gradually adjust them to the real world. Some say to measure to make sure that it’s 80+%, but I 
usually go by if there is any sort of condensation on the walls of the tub (I don’t have time to fret 
about those things). If there is condensation on the walls or lid, then I crack the lid of the tub for 
a while (maybe an hour or two), if the compot has a dry top layer but moisture fingertip down 
into the pot, I might give a quick mist into the tub and close the lid up to boost humidity since 
the compot is not drying evenly. 

8) Seedlings don’t usually need a ton of light as they are getting established, even the “sun lovers”.  
In my humidity tote, under the clear lid, my seedlings get around 450fc or so for about 13 
hours/day. Most of their efforts will be going into roots and new leaves, so the super high light 
isn't as critical at this point.  

9) Let them grow out in the tub- some of mine will spend anywhere from 1-3 months in the tub 
before being on the regular grow rack full time. **Timing is dependent upon the compot and 
vigor of the seedlings. Some will be fantastic growers and burst forth with new growths, other 
will take a lot longer and need more babying. As a general rule, I want at least 1 or 2 sets of new 
leaves on the majority of the seedlings in the compot before they are taken out of the tub- the 
new leaves developed in a lower humidity environment and will be more suitable for the 
transition to normal grow conditions. It is not uncommon to have the lowest sets of leaves die 
off and brown upon transition out of the tub because they are not able to cope with the change 
in grow conditions, so the plant resorbs them. 

 
NOTES: 

• I don't spray any of my seedlings with any fungicide unless there is something wrong. Otherwise, 
I find it tends to stress them out a bit. If there is a problem, I treat with Physan 20 at a greater 
dilution (less potent) mix than what is suggested for adult plants to avoid excess burn on the 
tender seedlings. The regular dilution recommended on the bottle can kill the seedlings! 

• You need to check the dryness of the compot daily- depending on the humidity you have within 
the tub, your temperatures, and the media mix you used to pot the seedlings in, it can be 
anywhere from daily to a few days between waterings for the compot. The first few waterings (a 
week or two) I don't use a fertilizer solution- just plain tapwater. After that, they get the same 
mix that the rest of my plants do- dilute fertilizer solution (approximately 65 ppm N /gal). They 
seem to do just fine. If you are using Superthrive, I wouldn't suggest giving them a soak or 
watering with it more than once or twice a month- otherwise it can cause more stress than 
benefit. 

• If you happen to have a clamp light (often used in construction or crafting) with a daylight bulb 
that's reasonably bright, that should be enough. As fresh seedlings they don’t need tons of light- 
just enough that they can make photosynthesize their own food to sustain and grow.  

• COMPOTTING MIX: I personally make a mix of sphag moss and the "classic" size orchiata for 
Paphs and Phrags. Probably anywhere between 60/40-70/30 orchiata:moss. I don't measure, 
just kinda eyeball it by what seems right. There are some other growers that pot everything out 
into pure sphagnum moss in a normal seed starting flat with a high dome humidity lid. That 
works for them, but I just am not as much of a fan for the slower growing plants to do it that 
way. **As of 7/29/19, I have been playing around with different compotting mixtures, but still 
too soon to report much difference. I will post my notes once I have some results. 


